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The World’s First
I N T E G R AT E D
Health Village

CENTER FOR
S P O R T S , H E A LT H
& HEALING

Union Village is changing the way communities
are created, putting healthcare, real estate,
retail and entertainment together to create a

The Center for Sports, Health

healthy and connected community.

can be enjoyed by Union Village

and Healing at Union Village
residents, other members of the
surrounding communities, and
professional athletes seeking
training and rehabilitation. The
Valley’s finest providers will offer a
myriad of specialized services and
integrative care at the Center’s
“Power-Aging Wellness Center”
for golden-age clientele, and at
the “Training and Rehabilitation
Center” for professional athletes.
All providers share the vision of
healing and bringing the human
condition into balance, promoting
a vital, quality lifestyle.

LEARN MORE AT UNIONVILLAGE.NET
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WELCOME TO
THE CITY OF
HENDERSON
Our community, businesses and local government work together to create an environment that
is supportive of economic growth and offers the highest quality of life for families and employees.
For those reasons and more, companies and entrepreneurs realize Henderson is where they should
do business. We celebrate local businesses and encourage innovators to play a leading role in our
community’s future.
At a time when Nevada’s business-friendly policies rate among the best in the nation, Henderson’s
prime location in the Las Vegas Valley makes us the central hub of manufacturing, logistics, technology
entertainment, dining, education and recreation.
The region is poised for growth and West Henderson will soon be home to household names such
as Google, Haas Automation, the Raiders and others. Henderson leads Nevada cities in income per
capita and the educational attainment levels of its residents. We are minutes away from McCarran
International Airport, Interstate 15, the new Interstate 11 and the Las Vegas Strip. Our city offers a
culture of opportunity -- a place where individuals and businesses can pursue prosperity unfettered
by income taxes or confusing, time-consuming permitting processes.
Access to high-quality education is critical to supporting Henderson’s continued economic
development and ability to attract the best available talent and support the growth of our families. City
leaders are committed to furthering initiatives to support quality public education, a positive learning
environment for all Henderson students and the workforce to drive our economic development strategy.
With our vibrant local economy, outstanding industrial market opportunities, room for growth and
dynamic new master-planned communities in mind, we think it’s time for you to take a closer look at
Henderson to relocate or build your business.
Sincerely,

Mayor Debra March
City of Henderson

SPECIAL REPORT APRIL 2020
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THE PLACE
TO BE
By

JENNIFER RACHEL BAUMER

WEST Henderson is recreating itself as an employment
center featuring high wage employment, and welcoming
new and relocating, expanding businesses.
In a few short years, the area has transformed into
a center for industrial growth and development, leading
the way as a site for advanced manufacturing and distribution facilities.
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THE CITY OF HENDERSON
This is planned growth. West Hender-

That

DEREK
ARMSTRONG

son is taking advantage of its unique location combined with Nevada’s business
friendly outlook: Zero corporate tax cou-

City of Henderson

pled with Henderson having the lowest tax
rates in Southern Nevada.

project

kicked

off

West

Henderson’s employment center. Today
the city boasts the Starr Interchange, a
new traffic-relieving interchange between
Cactus Avenue and St. Rose Parkway.
“That really opened up transportation

That strategy is working.

and access for residents trying to get

“West Henderson is a unique spot,”

into West Henderson,” said Jim Stuart,

said Derek Armstrong, director, Eco-

Henderson to purchase 153 acres,” said

partner,

nomic Development and Tourism, City

Dan Doherty, executive vice president, in-

patterns get changed, infrastructure gets

of Henderson. “We’re located in a met-

dustrial division, Colliers International. The

laid down, marquee tenants are coming

ropolitan area that’s within a day’s drive

idea was to gather higher types of employ-

to the neighborhood – everybody gets

of Southern California, the Phoenix area

ment generators in one location, near what

excited.”

and Utah. With the availability of land and

could be considered the entrance to the

the characteristics around it, companies

city at I-15.

Matter

Real

Estate.

“Traffic

West Henderson is also home to
Henderson Executive Airport, and close to

looking for large plots of land to do large

The speculators met Doug Roberts,

McCarran International for easy access in

scale activities have opportunities in West

partner, Panattoni Development Company,

and out of the Las Vegas Valley to anywhere

Henderson they don’t have in many other

to discuss the first new industrial project

in the world.

places.”

in the area. The 290,000-square-foot Fe-

Stuart credits the city’s progressive

“The whole area started about four and

dEx ground facility joined Levi Strauss,

take on infrastructure, getting utilities

a half years ago, when a couple of land

a 760,000-square-foot facility already in

and public streets prepared, as one of

speculators struck a deal with the City of

West Henderson since 1995.

the trends bringing attention to West

R&O
CONSTRUCTION
Big Enough
FOR over 40 years, R&O Construction has continued its dedication to helping
clients build their dreams through meaningful projects in Henderson, Las Vegas
and beyond. With a foundation built upon retail construction and based on the
understanding that earning repeat business is the key to growth, R&O Construction
has become a go-to general contractor for southern Nevada. The reason is simple,
a client-focused mission guides every project and consistently demonstrates the
ability to turn construction needs into quality-built reality.
When R&O Construction looks to the future, they do not aim to be the biggest
general contractor, but the one “Big Enough” to handle the needs of any project.
This means that every client and every project receive the highest level of service
and attention to detail. R&O’s commitment means each build is big enough to treat
like the company’s most important, because they know that it is to the client. The
goal is always to build trust and relationships, never just projects.
With a storied and respected history of working with commercial developers
to deliver projects that stand as hallmarks of the industry, R&O continues to
stay rooted in its founding principles through an unrivaled dedication to quality.
President Slade Opheiken lives by the words, “Nothing is more important to us
than the trust our clients give us to build their projects on time and on budget. Our
reputation is built on doing just that.”
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INVEST IN YOUR SAFETY
We invite everyone to join the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
Foundation in supporting the men and women of LVMPD and all first responders
in Nevada who keep our city, county and state safe to live, work and visit.

Help Bring World Class Training to Nevada

Future Home of the LVMPD Reality Based Training Center
The horrible event of 1 October was a wake-up call that a lot more has to
be done so our first responders are prepared for today’s evil. The LVMPD
Foundation is taking the lead in securing $25 million in funding for the
first phase of the Nevada Joint Training Center, calling on businesses and
community supporters like you to join the movement to elevate the safety of our
first responders, and ultimately, our community.
Please consider supporting our fundraising campaign to make a new Reality
our public, and our visitors. This new facility will provide essential, life-saving
It will be a lasting and standing testament to Vegas Strong.

lvmpdfoundation.org/donate

Ad generously sponsored by
702.588.4422 • 7175 Bermuda Rd, Las Vegas, NV 89119 • contact@lvmpdfoundation.org
The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Foundation is a tax-exempt, non-profit organization.z
Your contribution may be tax-deductible pursuant to the provisions of section 170(c) of the Internal
Revenue
Code of
1986, 26 U.S.C.
$170(c).
APRIL 2020
NEVADA
BUSINESS
MAGAZINE
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UNION
VILLAGE

Henderson. “Then with marquee tenants
coming in, like the Raiders headquarter
facility, it brings even more attention
to the area,” he said. Matter is building
500,000 feet of industrial product in West

SINCE breaking ground in 2014, Union Village has established itself as the first integrated
health village in the nation and is listed as the largest healthcare building project in the
US by Health Facilities Management. Located in Henderson, Union Village is a visionary
model for healthcare that offers a world-class hospital complex, wellness center, Fresenius
Dialysis Center, memory care, assisted- and independent senior living, residential and
specialty retail space combined into a master-planned community.
This integrated health village shifts the innovation and approach to delivering
healthcare and promoting wellness. The methodologies look beyond the patient and
consider the needs of the person, focusing on vibrantly aging in place and quality of life. At
Union Village, a sense of community is fostered, quality healthcare is readily available and
a wellness-focused life is emphasized.
Technology plays an integral role in Union Village. The development will house cuttingedge technology that will fully integrate the medical and wellness records for visitors.
Investments are also being made into Smart City technology. As a future epicenter for
healthcare tourism in the West, Union Village will bring state-of-the-art treatments not
currently available to Nevada.
Union Village will also feature a trail system, connecting to Henderson’s trail system.
Parks and open space within the community will lead to the trail system and the retail
promenade, giving residents and visitors a unique outdoor experience.
The development project is currently on the second of three phases of the
architecturally aesthetic, technologically innovative and environmentally sustainable
village being developed on 155 acres.

Henderson, spreading that square footage
across seven buildings.
The companies committing to West
Henderson are putting the area on the map,
creating a momentum that attracts even
more companies looking to build or lease
new product. The plan calls for a little bit
of everything, said Armstrong – industrial,
office, retail and there is housing being built
– but mostly the growth is centered around
industrial sites.
“The reason for designating West Henderson as an employment center is because we have so many people who live in
Henderson but work in the county, whether
that’s Strip or around the Valley,” said Armstrong. “The focus of creating jobs in Henderson is so people have the ability to both
live and work in Henderson.”

MARTIN
HARRIS

THE
PROJECTS

Of the three dozen commercial real es-

tate projects building in West Henderson,
THE construction industry is once again in full swing in Nevada and contractors are
seeing an abundance of both private and public works bid opportunities from a variety
of state and city agencies. However, with the requirements of Nevada laws regarding
public work and the passing of Senate Bill 207, or the Apprenticeship Utilization Act,
many contractors may not be equipped to navigate the complexities of public work.
According to Martin-Harris Construction President Guy Martin, publicly funded
projects have provided diversification to the company’s business for over three
decades. Public works projects typically account for 40 to 50 percent of the company’s
annual billings. Martin-Harris’ publicly funded projects in southern Nevada have
ranged from elementary schools to classroom buildings at UNLV to the $800 million
expansion of the Convention Center that it’s handling as a joint venture with Turner
Construction Co.
“Publicly funded jobs are animals unto themselves,” explained Martin. “We
consistently remain active in government affairs and diligently keep the company’s
policies and procedures up to date to maintain our public works book of business.”
From traditional hard-bid contracts, to design-build and Construction Manager
At-Risk contracts, Martin-Harris has the experience to partner with city and state
agencies from pre-construction through construction completion and warranty.
Martin’s commitment to the work is unwavering. He said, “We’ve been building our
community from the company’s inception in 1976, we will always commit our talent
and resources to being able to provide a level of service our city and state agencies
can depend on.”

they’re pretty much 100 percent industrial
buildings, both speculative (spec) construction and built-to-suit, explained Roberts.
Build-to-suit projects that are already
leased or sold before they’re completed
are relatively common. However, for developers to be building industrial spec again
after a long dry spell is an indicator of a
healthy, growing economy.
“We knew West Henderson had big potential,” said Roberts. “We’ve been out here
for about five or six years. What we found
attractive is a good quality workforce, easy
access to I-15 which takes you to southern

CONTINUES ON PAGE 15
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ROSEMAN UNIVERSITY
by the numbers

roseman.edu
12
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RESPONDING

to the Healthcare Needs of Nevada & the Region

It started with a need. In 1999, a shortage of pharmacists in Nevada
was occurring at the very same time that a groundswell of demand
for pharmacy education was growing. The University’s three
founders, Drs. Harry Rosenberg, Renee Coffman and Charles
Lacy, each coming from healthcare education, contributed $5,000
to start the Nevada College of Pharmacy—the first pharmacy
school in Nevada. What is now Roseman University of Health
Sciences remains the only pharmacy school in the state.
The establishment of Nevada College of Pharmacy was a bold
move. There hadn’t been a new college of pharmacy started in
over 50 years that was not part of an existing institution. There
were a lot of obstacles for such a project—financing, obtaining
IRS non-profit status, incorporating, finding adequate facilities,
gaining accreditation, obtaining licensure from the Nevada
Commission on Postsecondary Education, and much more.
To assist in this endeavor, the founders enlisted the support of the
Nevada pharmacy community, contacting leaders in pharmacy organizations such as chain pharmacy managers, hospital pharmacy
directors, pharmacists leading home health companies, and the Nevada State Board of Pharmacy. These individuals became the nucleus of the eventual Nevada College of Pharmacy Board of Trustees,
and many are still valued members of the Board today. With the
help, support, and advice of these caring leaders in the pharmacy
community, the Nevada College of Pharmacy began to take shape.
With the establishment of a transformative educational model—
the Roseman University Six-Point Mastery Learning Model—
focused on excellence, the College began to graduate healthcare
professionals recognized as highly competent and compassionate.
The result was a trajectory of rapid growth.
Roseman actively listened to the healthcare community not only
in Nevada, but also the surrounding region, looking for ways to respond to healthcare workforce needs. Its first expansion, in 2004,
included the creation of a Master of Business Administration degree
to provide pharmacy students an opportunity to enhance their
education and career opportunities. It was in that year that Nevada
College of Pharmacy became a university.

In 2006, the University expanded into Utah to meet the demand
for pharmacy education in the state. In the following two years,
new programs in nursing and dental medicine were added in
Nevada to meet the need for more caring and compassionate
healthcare professionals. The Colleges of Nursing and Dental
Medicine were later expanded into Utah and new academic
programs were added. The University created clinical practices in
dental medicine to provide much needed patient care in Nevada
and Utah.
Today, Roseman University is poised to grow further to meet the
healthcare needs of its communities. In 2013, in response to the
dire need for physicians in Nevada, the University began creating
a College of Medicine. The establishment of the College of Medicine,
offering an MD degree, is a natural evolution for the University
and reinforces its commitment as a transforming force in the most
vital areas of healthcare education. The future College of Medicine
complements the University’s mission to advance healthcare
education through its innovative educational model and to
positively impact the health, education, and wellness of the
communities it serves.
With the help of community partners, the development of the
MD-granting medical education program is progressing.
In 2018, Roseman University established Roseman Medical
Group, a medical practice to provide primary care and other
specialties to the Las Vegas community. The practice offers a
tremendous opportunity to build additional clinical practice
sites that will allow Roseman to become a major provider of
critical healthcare services in the region, with emphasis on
underserved and rural areas.
With so much accomplished in just 20 years, Roseman University
is looking forward to even more growth in future decades.
To learn more, join Roseman University for its first-ever State
of the University on April 16, 2020 at the Henderson campus.
Visit 20.roseman.edu.
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AWARDS RECOGNITION
Top 5 Safest Cities
in America

Top 10 Most Appealing
Cities in the Nation

Top 10 Cities
for Dog Parks

Movoto Real Estate Blog

35 Best Cities for People
35 and Under

Trust for Public Lands

50 Best Places to Live
in America
MONEY Magazine

Best Place to Live
in Every State
US News & World Report

Great Place to Live:
Water Street

Vocativ

Best Cities
for Pet Lovers

10 Best Cities
to Raise Children

Best Places
to Start a Business

MyLife.com

WalletHub.com

Better Sports for Kids
Quality Program Provider

NSA Hall of Fame
National Softball Association

National Alliance for Youth Sports

American Planning Association
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THE CITY OF HENDERSON
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

“Henderson is very pro-growth and de-

DAN
DOHERTY

California and, at the time, the land was

velopment,” said Larry Monkarsh, partner,
Brass Cap Development. “They’re also probusiness. The city is very accommodating.

Colliers International

relatively plentiful, there were quite a few

The Mayor has done a tremendous job of
fostering a pro-growth mentality through-

parcels available for development.”
What’s driving the growth in Henderson

product is built in North Las Vegas, the

isn’t any one thing; it’s a combination of

area doesn’t have the same proximity to

factors that make the area work.

California.

out the municipality.”
In part because of that pro-growth
agenda, there’s a shortage Valley-wide of

“Some of it is purely location,” said
Roberts. “Because a lot of the time logistics can be relying on a legal turn. On
any given day, something comes into the
ports, say from the Inland Empire to Las
Vegas. That trucker can make the trip from
southern California to Las Vegas and back
again, and that’s a legal turn. Some parts
of the Valley aren’t able to do that, but the
southern part of the Valley can, and that’s
where Henderson is located.”
The farther into the Las Vegas Valley
a company locates, the more likely it is a
driver will hit his maximum time or mileage allowance and have to stop for the
night. “So the farther south we can get
industrial locations, the deeper we can
go into California on a same day basis,”
said Doherty. “That’s very compelling for
logistics companies.”
Across I-15 from Henderson is the
southwest industrial market. “Anything
along I-15 on the south part of the Valley
totals about 50 million square feet of industrial users,” said Doherty. The area is
becoming congested with traffic servicing
convention centers, resort hotels and other
locations in the Valley. Add construction
traffic around Raider Stadium and some
groups are looking for a less congested
area for operations.
Demand for industrial projects is also
driven by pure need – the entire southern
portion of the Las Vegas Valley is under
supplied by industrial product. “In reality,
anywhere you build in the south part of
the Valley you’re going to do well because
we’re just building a lot less than we used
to build,” said Doherty. Though industrial
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INTERMOUNTAIN

HEALTHCARE

DOUG
ROBERTS

Panattoni Development
Company
INTERMOUNTAIN Healthcare is excited to announce its partnership with the Las
Vegas Raiders. Intermountain and the Raiders are like-minded organizations that will
focus their efforts and new initiatives by working towards better health outcomes and
overall well-being for individuals, families and communities in the west.
The Las Vegas Raiders Headquarters/Intermountain Healthcare Performance Center
includes a three-story, 138,853-square-foot office area, a 130,440-square-foot field
house that will house one-and-a-half indoor football fields, three outdoor football fields
and a 47,495-square-foot performance center. Intermountain Healthcare purchased
the naming rights partnership for the Raiders’ Performance Center and Corporate
Headquarters. Intermountain Healthcare also becomes the official healthcare partner of
the Raiders and a founding partner of Allegiant Stadium. The Intermountain Healthcare
Performance Center is scheduled to open the summer of 2020 in Henderson.
In June 2019, HealthCare Partners Nevada joined the Intermountain Healthcare
family. The two organizations are focused on keeping people healthy and providing
high-value care that’s accessible and affordable. HealthCare Partners Nevada has
1,800 employees—including about 340 physicians and advanced practice providers.
Care is delivered from 61 clinics, 23 of which are myGeneration Senior Clinics
recognized for exceptional value-based care for seniors. HealthCare Partners Nevada
and its affiliate network provide patient-centered primary, specialty, and urgent care
services to approximately 350,000 people. Together, Intermountain Healthcare and
HealthCare Partners Nevada will further their mission by helping people live the
healthiest lives possible in Southern Nevada.

industrial buildings for lease or for sale.
“So the product we’re building now is also
for lease or sale, but we’re finding a very
high percentage of interest in purchasing
from end users, as well as from investors
coming into the market,” said Monkarsh.
Brass Cap Development is contributing to
the inventory with two buildings at Executive Airport Drive and Dale Avenue, adding
70,000 square feet of industrial space to
the market.
All residential communities in the south
part of the Valley are growing significantly.
“People are driving by the area to get to
their place of business and realizing ‘I can
cut my commute in half if I just move,’” said
Doherty.

LVMPD
FOUNDATION

THE
COMPANIES

Companies moving to West Henderson

THE events of 1 October and other mass casualty incidents around the world
have been a wake-up call for emergency responders. The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) realized the pressing need for cross-jurisdictional training and is spearheading the Nevada Joint Training Center. It will be a
world-class training campus for Nevada’s first responders.
The LVMPD Foundation has launched a $25 million fundraising campaign to
make this new Reality-Based Training Center a reality for the safety of Las Vegas’
officers, public and visitors.
The facility will be located adjacent to the John T. Moran Firearms Facility site.
In addition to LVMPD, it will serve over 60 other agencies allowing them, for the
first time, to adequately train together.
The center will feature a state-of-the-art reality-based training facility consisting of classrooms, offices and training spaces for defensive tactics and realitybased training. It will also include indoor and outdoor training villages designed
to simulate neighborhoods, parks, retail and commercial areas, as well as casino
spaces.
Reality-based training conditions allow first responders to make difficult decisions under stress. This facility is the largest and most comprehensive project
of this type in the nation. It will be a lasting testament to the strength and resilience of Las Vegas.
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are a mix of new companies from out of
state and Nevada companies relocating or
expanding. Some are both new and familiar
– Smith’s grocery stores have been in the
area, but the Kroger distribution facilities to
serve those grocery stores is new. The mix
is roughly 65 percent new entrants and 35
percent organic growth, said Doherty.
That percentage is shifting. “The existing Las Vegas companies that need

JIM
STUART

Matter Real Estate

NEVADABUSINESS.COM
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THE CITY OF HENDERSON
to expand and relocate is growing because of this huge construction wave
that we’re in the midst of in the Las Vegas Valley,” said Doherty. “There’s close
to $16 billion we have under construction
throughout the Valley, not including any
industrial product. We’ve never seen a
construction wave like that, not even in
the prior peak.”
Diversity is the name of the game
when enticing and welcoming new businesses. West Henderson is a good fit
for companies that need to distribute
in southern Nevada, want to service the
Southwest or locations across the West,
or companies like Amazon that already
have a massive distribution network but
find the southern Nevada population
easily commands its own distribution

“HENDERSON
IS VERY PROGROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT.
THEY’RE
ALSO PROBUSINESS. THE
CITY IS VERY
ACCOMODATING”

network.
local

90,000 square feet of corporate offices,
two indoor practice fields and one
outdoor field, they’ve only built out onethird of their land.
The Raider’s facility is one of the
marquee tenants taking up residence in
West Henderson, and that’s a draw for other
businesses to follow. Having the Raider’s
headquarters in town is expected to be a
significant economic impact on the area:
the Raider’s are committed to opening the
facility to the public as much as possible
and to holding one of their summer training
camps in Henderson.
The

Vegas

Golden

Knights,

a

professional hockey team, is building
a downtown practice facility that will
feature two ice rinks open to public use.
The new minor league team will include

One of the biggest additions to
the

Headquarters and Training Facility. With

economy

is

the

Raider’s

LARRY MONKARSH
Brass Cap Development

Henderson in its name and practice at the
downtown rink.

Largest Medical School in Nevada
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GROWING
THE
INDUSTRIES

Manufacturing is one of the key indus-

tries targeted by the Governor’s Office of
Economic Development to expand. West
Henderson is in the forefront of that effort.
“As a city, it’s important that we develop
the area and target specific industries, and
out here it’s primarily advanced manufacturing, which is one of our primary sectors,”
said Armstrong.
So, it’s good news that Haas Automation is locating in the city to build a 2.4-million-square-foot factory. The company is
one of the top five makers of computerized
numerical controls in the world. Computerized numerical controls are a type of machine tool used in manufacturing virtually
ever precision metal part in virtually every
industry across the globe, according to Peter Zierhut, vice president, Outside Operations, Haas Automation.
“We ship all around the world, all across
the United States, and Henderson is maybe
a little better centralized than our site on
the coast in California,” said Zierhut. From
Henderson they can still reach ports in California, and can ship more easily across the
U.S. Another draw was affordable housing,

HENDERSON
LIFESTYLE
DAY OR NIGHT, indoors or out, Henderson boasts an
array of activities.
GOLFERS can enjoy eight courses and nearly perfect
weather year round.
WATER STREET DISTRICT is Henderson’s
downtown destination. A little bit of everything – family
friendly atmosphere, homemade art, fresh baked
treats, dining, shopping, casinos and recreation.
ARTISAN BOOZE DISTRICT brings together a variety
of business. Visit Las Vegas Distillery (tours and
samples), Grape Expectations (make your own wine),
CraftHaus Brewery (“traditional but tweaked beers”);
and Bad Beat Brewing and Vegas Brewing Company,
both micro-brewery/taproom.
THE DISTRICT AT GREEN VALLEY RANCH offers
family friendly shopping, dining and events ranging
from an evening of wines to children’s events.
LAKE LAS VEGAS: amenities from dining to
shopping, golf to musical performances. Private
yacht cruises, flyboard performances on the lake, two
golf courses, amateur rowing club and a dragonboat
racing association.

a luxury California can’t boast.
Haas will hire locally, bumping up the local economy, but it should provide an additional economic boost by bringing in more
companies. Haas expects a number of its
suppliers will follow to Nevada; one of the
reasons it’s building an industrial complex
beside its new factory.

LARRY
MONKARSH
Brass Cap Development
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K E Y

INDUSTRIES

Southern Nevada isn’t known for its
manufacturing industry, so Haas is looking
to create a manufacturing micro economy
in the area. Haas plans to help build the
necessary

manufacturing

infrastructure

in the area, and they’re also working with
educational institutions in order to focus
Headquarters
and Global
Finance for
Corporations

Advanced
Manufacturing
and Logistics

Healthcare
and Life
Sciences

Hospitality,
Tourism
and Retail

Technology

grow the manufacturing workforce. Toward that end, they’ve met with College of
Southern Nevada (CSN) and Clark County
School District representatives.

COMPANIES

C OMMI T T ED T O HENDERSON
Haas
Automation

on the pipelines of students needed to help

Amazon
Second
Southern
Nevada
Location

Raiders

Headquarters
and Training
Facility

Turano
Bakery

FedEx

THE
EDUCATIONAL
COMPONENT

One of the Nevada System of Higher

Education (NSHE) institutions working with
companies coming into the state to help
meet workforce needs is CSN, a fully accredited college, offering 70 academic pro-

GILLETT
CONSTRUCTION

grams. One of the school’s campuses is
located in Henderson.
With all the economic development going on in West Henderson, CSN has been
focusing on workforce readiness. The
school’s Division of Workforce and Economic Development meets employer train-

GILLETT Construction builds integrity. In the commercial construction market, the

ing needs in key industry sectors, working

company offers building services for commercial properties in Las Vegas and sur-

with employers to prepare existing work-

rounding areas. Projects range from design-build to tenant-finish, including pro-

force for economic development oppor-

fessional athletic facilities, arenas, hotels, casinos, restaurants, night clubs, as well

tunities, whether that requires a specific

as office, retail and exhibition buildings.

course or a certificate program. The college

Gillett Construction is proud to announce that the company has begun con-

works with Workforce Connections which

struction on a new Vegas Golden Knights Hockey Facility located in Henderson.

in turn works with employers to understand

This facility will be just over 120,000 square feet, featuring two ice rinks and a

their staffing needs, and with job seekers to

restaurant. It is scheduled to be completed in the fall of 2020. This project will be a

provide training for opportunities.

shining star for the City of Henderson.
The firm appreciates its valued customers across the Las Vegas Valley with
which Gillett Construction continues to maintain a strong working relationship.

“We are working directly with Haas Automation and with supporting the ecosystem of advanced manufacturing which is

Gillett Construction looks forward to future construction builds alongside their

in such high demand in southern Nevada,”

loyal network of professional colleagues, completing projects and communities in

said Patricia Charlton, campus vice presi-

Las Vegas and surrounding areas for all to enjoy.

dent and provost, Henderson campus, College of Southern Nevada.
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THE CITY OF HENDERSON
CSN also works with the K-12 pipeline,

is zoned for industrial or light industrial or

PETER
ZIERHUT

offering high school juniors and seniors the
chance to take college courses for credit either
on the Henderson campus or through concur-

semi-public use, said Armstrong.
The first businesses that headed into
West Henderson were manufacturing

Haas Automation

rent enrollment at their own high school.

and distribution.

There are jobs available for students

“Now you’re seeing, with the increased

when they graduate and for residents. The

job market out there, the change in how

new Amazon distribution center is pro-

Henderson, but that doesn’t mean there

people access the residential neighbor-

jected to employ a thousand people, said

isn’t room for new companies. It just

hoods and just simply the awareness of

Armstrong. The Haas facility is a 2 million-

means things are being done different-

West Henderson, the excitement of the

square-foot advanced manufacturing cen-

ly than they were before all the growth

Raiders. That is bringing in, in a predict-

ter that’s going to employ 2,500 people at

started.

able way, the ancillary user, food and bev-

average wages of $60,000 annually.
That’s a great start for an employment
center.

LAND

“There’s not much city-owned land at

erage, convenience items, lifestyle type

this point,” said Armstrong. “Most is pri-

operations will all end up there,” said Stu-

vately held. That doesn’t make things im-

art. “Soon you’ll see medical, limited ser-

possible. Buyers just go through a different

vice hotels, business hotels, multi-family

process to purchase the land from private

and supporting retail and food. In the end,

owners.”

it’s following a very predictable path of a

One side effect of rapid development

Meanwhile the city is working with the

suburb that’s growing up, albeit at a rapid

is rapid absorption of land available for

county to free up land for economic devel-

pace. It will look like a city in a matter of

development. That’s happening in West

opment. Most of the land they’re looking at

three or four more years.”

South 15 Airport Center

Largest Speculative Industrial Project
In West Henderson
Join Kroger, FedEx and the Raiders in the rapidly growing West Henderson market. Panattoni
will be delivering three new buildings totaling more than 860,000 sf at the intersection of
Bermuda and Bruner next to the new Kroger distribution center, less then a block away from a
FedEx Ground facility and directly behind the Raiders Training facility.
In Southern Nevada:
Doug Roberts, Partner
Chris Parker, Development Manager

3930 Howard Hughes Pkwy, Suite 360
Las Vegas, NV 89169

www.panattoni.com
APRIL 2020 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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RESOURCES
City Hall (Main)
702-267-2323

Mayor and City Council
702-267-2085

Business License
702-267-1730

City Clerk
702-267-1400

Development
Services Center

HENDERSON COUNCIL

702-267-3600

Economic Development

OUR VISION

702-267-1650

To be America’s premier community.

Fire Department
702-267-2222

Public Works,
Parks & Recreation
702-267-4000

OUR MISSION

To provide services and amenities that enhance
the quality of life for those who live, learn, work,
and play in the City of Henderson.

Police Department
702-267-5000

Clark County School
District (Main)
702-799-500 0
Henderson Chamber
of Commerce

Standing (left to right):

Dan H. Stewart

John F. Marz

Ward IV Councilman

Ward III Councilman

702-565-8951
Seated (left to right):
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Redevelopment
Agency

Dan Shaw

702-267-1515

Ward II Councilman
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Debra March
Mayor

Michelle Romero
Ward I Councilwoman

NEVADABUSINESS.COM

OPENING SUMMER OF 2020

OFFICIAL HEALTHCARE PARTNER OF THE RAIDERS
IntermountainHealthcare.org/lasvegas

HENDERSON
IS THE
PLACE TO BE
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Volunteer Blvd

To Learn More about
Business Opportunities go to
HendersonNow.com
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